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Enzo welcomes Cigna®
as a new national partner
to our provider network

Enzo holds a unique position as a full-service clinical reference laboratory
backed by 40 years of experience in developing innovative molecular
diagnostic platforms. Through personalized customer service, a broad
testing menu, timely results, and a strong alignment with insurance
providers, we partner with our clients to provide unparalleled support.
Our commitment to consistent and sustainable client support has
attracted numerous national service providers looking to partner with
us. Our goal is to ensure our clients have quality healthcare that is
individualized and accessible.

Participating Provider List (Partial)
Like Enzo, Cigna believes in
collaboration and partnership to
improve healthcare.
With 90 million customer
relationships around the world,
Cigna strives to connect clients
with quality care and benefits
while keeping them wellinformed, ensuring confidence
in the entire system.
Enzo is proud to be partnering
nationally with Cigna and to be
doing our part in bringing quality
healthcare to our clients.
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For a full listing of our participating providers, please go to www.enzoclinicallabs.com/insurance

1.800.522.5052

ENZO PROVIDER NETWORK

Enzo’s Extensive Network of
National Insurance Providers

ENZO PROVIDER NETWORK

Your Partner in Patient Care
Founded on Technology. Sustained by Service.

Extensive Insurance Coverage
Enzo accepts most insurance plans including United Healthcare® Oxford,
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid (CMS), Cigna®, Empire Blue Cross/Blue
Shield (NY), The Empire Plan (NYS), Aetna®, Horizon Blue Cross/Blue Shield
(NJ), MultiPlan®, Fidelis Care®, MVP Healthcare, POMCO, and and many more,
including most union plans.

EMR Integration
Enzo works with Electronic Medical Record (EMR) providers to make ordering
and reporting as easy as possible and we can integrate with any EMR (no thirdparty required). We also developed an on-site proprietary interface engine
which enables a quick turnaround of all lab records. Our on-site field service
technology experts provide support you can count on.

Personalized Customer Service
Our committed service team is ready to handle your practice’s needs. We
provide on-site experts including pathology opinion leaders. Our dedicated
support staff is on-call 24/7/365 to help you when you need us most: call
us at 1-800-522-5052, or by email at labinfo@enzo.com.

Simple Billing
Our focus is on patient care, quality patient service, and accurate laboratory
testing. Our goal is to use our billing staff’s expertise to manage customer
billing events without creating any client burden. You can reach our billing
department by calling 1-800-369-6818 or by email, at bill@enzo.com.

State-of-the-Art Technology
Enzo continuously invests in state-of-the-art analysis systems to improve
healthcare. Our cutting-edge diagnostic platforms, complemented by inhouse developed assays, provide the highest level of efficiency and accuracy
in the market.

Scientific Advisory Team
Enzo’s technical staff is led by board-certified pathologists and scientists
who have many years of clinical experience combined with the desire to
produce the highest quality laboratory results. We have world renowned
scientists and medical doctors available to answer technical questions
and consult on your cases.
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